A madness which here takes the hideous features of the HAARP device (High Frequency Active Auroral Research - Program), an
immense field of dipole antennas supposed
to merely «study» the ionosphere in the upper layers of the atmosphere. As an octopus
extending its tentacles to attack the skies of
North America, HAARP is an installation initiated in the 80s as part of Ronald Reagan’s
famous «Star Wars» operation, and the infrastructure of which is in constant development
since then.
Supposedly some harmless research tool carried on the ionosphere in order to monitor communication systems in a defensive purpose of
identifying potential nuclear targets, HAARP
is in reality a lethal weapon funded by among
others, the U.S. Air Force. Under the guise of
purely peaceful scientific exploration of the
upper layesr of Earth’s atmosphere, HAARP
seeks to develop the best way to «domesticate» them with a bombing of trains of waves.
And this in order to cause local climate change
«controlled» for belligerent purposes, to locate
oil deposits with the help of produced resonance ; to modify the behavior of crowds by
turning them hysterical or depressed (this with
the help of ELF - Extremely Low Frequency
waves), in order to cause social unrest that
could serve interests of the powers in control
behind the console ; or to generate earthquakes through referrals from waves primarily
bombarded against the ionosphere and sent
back over enemy targets.
The bombardment of this region of sky with
the waves at very high or very low frequency
(depending on the effect one wants to obtain

on the ground), has the immediate effect of
disrupting the climate. It also has the power to
disrupt magnetic fields’ waves on a large scale,
with the consequences that one can imagine
on animals sensitive to these waves (remember here the unexplained phenomena of series of whales and dolphins’ strandings, and
confused herds of birds or fish in mass «commiting suicide» without any logical reason). It
might as well, accidentally, trigger a reaction
resulting in the burning of the atmosphere in
its totality, no more no less. Which is globally
equivalent to doing to the sky what the bombs
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were able to locally
achieve on ground, making life impossible on
Earth because (as seem to have forgotten the
sorcerer’s apprentices and scientific militaries
of all kinds), we do need our sky («Our Lovely
Sky») and air to breathe...
«We’ve set our lovely sky on fire.»
Apparently, that is precisely what some are
trying to do in Alaska.

See the book «Angels don’t play this
HAARP» by Jeanne
Manning & Nick Begich, published by
Earthpulse
Press
(1995)

